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NOTICE

In pursuant to this office Advertisement No.0l year 202r dated
202I, the Practical Test to ascertain the speed of 100 words per minute in S
and 35 words per minute in Typewriting of the candidates for the
stenographer in Goa Police Department, will be held as per the
below:-

venue: Government Polytechnic Bichotim, Mayem, Bicholim-G

Time: 10:00 hours

2- The candidates have been allotted Seat Numbers for appearing the
Test to ascertain the speed of 100 words per minute in Short Hand and 35 .

minute in Typewriting which is mentioned against the Application Numbe
Also the Seat Number and Examination Centre have been mentioned on

identification proof in original to answer the Practical Test. The candidate is
to occupy the seat 01 hour before the scheduled time. The electronic
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Superintendent of Police

Dated: .r2.2022

h 28ft,
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Letter sent to them through the Post.

3. The Practical Test to ascertain the speed of 100 words per minute
Hand and 35 words per minute in Typewriting will carry no marks but
qualifring test to appear for the Written Examination.

4. The candidates shall carry with them the Call Letter and one of e photo

of
e given

ical
per

above.
Call

Short
bea

ired
devices

If at
given

including Cetlphone, Camera, Calculator etc. will not be allowed in the T Hall.
The Call Letters to the candidates are sent by the post. The candidates wh do not
receive Call Letter may appear for the Practical Test at the above menti
Time and Venue.

Date,

5. The candidate shall note that the mere fact of his/her admission to the ical
Test does not imply that hisftrer candidature has been accepted by this O
any state, it is found that the candidate does not satisff the eligibility criteria
in the advertisement and the Recruitment Rules, the candidature of the c
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shall not be considered.
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